
MOST COMMON ADVICE

“Always keep learning.” 

Use of AI and machine learning:

Artificial Intelligence & 
Machine Learning

agreed that machine 

learning and AI can 

make their job better 

or easier. Only 7% 

believe that it cannot.

 ~75% 

of respondents would 

recommend a career as 

a “security analyst” to 

new college graduates.

86% 

27.9%

Least satisfying aspects of

cybersecurity job:

Tedium

Interruptions

False positives/dead ends

11.5%

22.5%

Most satisfying aspects of
cybersecurity job:

Job Satisfaction

Always learning something new

Defend company & catching threats

People & teams

19.4%

16.8%

19.4%

Satisfaction vs. salary 
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100

Not currently using, but plan to

Currently using AI

Have no plans to use 

21.4%

32.2%

46.4%

Overall job security: 

Job Security

Secure

Very secure

Neither secure 
nor insecure

Insecure

Very insecure

49.9%
29.9%

Can machine learning and AI…

Make your job easier? Improve job security? 

Yes

No

Not sure
72.1% 76.9%

Pro-tips for new grads:

Career Advice

Always keep learning

Get certifications

Do what you love

11.8%

15.5%

Participate in internships

8.6%

23.2%

Security professionals are always on the lookout for 

cutting-edge technologies to make their jobs better.

Technology

Endpoint detection

and response (EDR) Artificial
intelligence

User and
entity behavior

analytics (UEBA)

Machine
learning

Network
security

Cloud
security

Blockchain IoT

Top 3 certifications held:

Security professionals hold a wide variety of 

certifications—respondents listed more than 150 

different types of held certifications. 

Certification

Certified Information
Systems

Security (CISSP)

33.9%
23.7%
CompTIA

22.7%
Certified Ethical

Hacker CEH) 

Insights and Trends from Exabeam’s Annual Industry Report

You’ve read plenty about global cyberattacks plotted by hidden hackers, 

but what’s it like to work for the good guys, staying ahead of attacks and 

hunting down threats? Get a firsthand look at today’s cybersecurity 

industry with data from the 2018 Exabeam Cyber Security Professionals 

Salary and Job Report.

Click here to read the full report.

THE WORLD OF THE 
CYBERSECURITY PROFESSIONAL

I N S I D E

Cybersecurity salaries are:

Lower at small 

companies, according to 

median salary ranges.

Salary

50–100% higher than 

Europe or Asia-Pacific

2x higher than

Latin America 0 20,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 100,000

101+ employees 

100 employees or less

Highest in North America.

Highest in retail.$

Lowest in education and

telecommunications.

of survey respondents 

feel secure about the 

future of their jobs. 

Only 6.3% reported 

that they felt their jobs 

may be in jeopardy.

80% 


